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Abstract. Carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) are light yet strong
composite materials designed to reduce the weight of aerospace or automotive components – contributing to reduced emissions. Resin transfer
molding (RTM) is a manufacturing process for CFRP that can be scaled
up to industrial-sized production. It is prone to errors such as voids or
dry spots, resulting in high rejection rates and costs. At runtime, only
limited in-process information can be made available for diagnostic insight via a grid of pressure sensors. We propose FlowFrontNet, a deep
learning approach to enhance the in-situ process perspective by learning
a mapping from sensors to flow front “images” (using upscaling layers),
to capture spatial irregularities in the flow front to predict dry spots (using convolutional layers). On simulated data of 6 million single time steps
resulting from 36k injection processes, we achieve a time step accuracy
of 91.7% when using a 38 × 30 sensor grid with 1 cm sensor distance in
x- and y-direction. On a sensor grid of 10 × 8, with a sensor distance of 4
cm, we achieve 83.7% accuracy. In both settings, FlowFrontNet provides
a significant advantage over direct end-to-end learning models.
Keywords: Process monitoring, convolutional neural networks, digital
twin, manufacturing, industrial automation, resin transfer molding, carbon composites

1

Introduction to Composite Manufacturing via RTM

Carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) are extremely strong composite materials despite their low weight. That makes them attractive for the construction
of lighter aerospace and automotive parts (conventionally made from steel or
aluminum) to reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions [5]. In essence, these
composites are made from a so-called polymer matrix that is reinforced with textiles containing carbon fibers. To produce CFRP parts industrially, resin transfer
molding (RTM, [1]) is a commonly applied manufacturing process for medium
volumes (1,000s to 10,000s of parts) and is depicted in Figure 1a): A liquid thermoset polymer (called a resin) is injected under pressure into a mold cavity that
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(a) Front view of the hardware involved in RTM.

(b) Top view of the evolving flow
front inside (B), with a dry spot.

Fig. 1. Overview of resin transfer molding (RTM): The resin (2.) is injected into a
mold cavity (B) filled with textiles containing carbon fibers (C). A press (A) applies
the necessary pressure (1.).

contains reinforcement material such as textiles with carbon fibers. This results
in a “flow front” that separates impregnated material from dry material, shown
in Figure 1b. Thermoset resins are converted from a liquid to a solid through
heat – they are “cured”.
During the RTM process, several errors can render the result useless and,
thus, make the overall production expensive [17, 4, 9]. They occur, inter alia, due
to high input variances of the fiber contents in the textile (the “preform”). Dry
spots refer to areas of the preform that are not impregnated by the liquid, as
shown in the top right of Figure 1b. In some cases, these dry spots irreparably
invalidate the stability and stiffness properties required for the manufactured
part. In others, they can be repaired manually. Either way, automated process
monitoring based on sensors applied to the mold would significantly improve
the quality assurance – called in-situ monitoring. These sensors (e.g., temperature, dielectric, ultrasound, or pressure) are able to track the flow front of the
fluid and, consequently, predict spatial deviations from proper RTM runs. This
may indicate problems such as dry spots or voids (i.e., enclosures where air is
trapped), providing diagnostic insight, or even control actions to avoid rejects.
In this paper, we propose to use machine learning, in particular convolutional
neural networks (CNN), to get a binary classifier f : Rn → {0, 1} from n moldintegrated sensors to labels describing whether, at a given point in time, there is a
dry spot present or not. As an intermediate step, we train the network to generate
higher-resolution images of the flow front (extracted from an RTM simulation in
PAM-RTM1 ) from sensor data. These images capture spatial irregularities in the
1
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flow. Since such full images are only available during simulation or specialized
permeability studies [3] and not in real-world closed molds, a trained model could
substantially enhance the spatial information transmitted by actual flow front
sensors in productive settings – in the sense of a digital twin [8]. In this paper,
we focus on detecting dry spots from sensor input obtained from simulated data
as a first step towards a transfer to real data. These are major quality concerns
during the injection process [7].
Our model, FlowFrontNet, first uses several deconvolutional and convolutional layers to create the image representation from pressure sensor data and
proceeds to perform the binary classification using convolutional and dense layers. The overall classification is performed individually for every frame of a simulated injection sequence such that a warning of dry spots can be issued at any
time. Our central scientific question is if we can detect dry spots from simulated sensor data and whether the spatial flow-front information captured in
convolutional layers improves the classification. We compare the accuracy the
simulation-enhanced FlowFrontNet achieves to that of a standard feed-forward
network (both based on sensor data) and find major improvements in Section 4.
Our goal is to offer FlowFrontNet as a starting point for future research in composite manufacturing: code2 , checkpoints [19] and data [20] are available.
Following a discussion of related work, we present the data regime including
input variation for simulation and automated label acquisition in Section 2,
present the neural network models and training methodology in Section 3, and
conclude with experimental results in Section 4.
1.1

Related Work

To cover the relevant related work, two aspects have to be addressed: The technical process and the machine learning models.
There have been several publications on in-situ monitoring the RTM process.
Pantelelis et al. [12] present a system on how to detect the curing state but only
mention ML-based analyses as future work. Zhang et al. [22] use simulated and
actual sensor data to detect the curing rate of the process. They use aggregated
shallow neural networks to achieve this based on two sensors. They further use
the model to adapt the heating of the process. Our work, by contrast, focuses on
the resin injection and detect dry spots in the flow front from multiple sensors.
Leveraging the spatial capabilities inherent to CNNs has never been applied to
dry spot detection in the RTM process before.
Unrelated to composite production, deconvolutional layers that increase the
spatial dimensions have been used for image enhancement tasks. Xu et al. [21]
used them to deblur images. Shi et al. [15] approach superresolution, the task of
upscaling pictures from low to high resolution, with deconvolutional networks.
For semantic segmentation, Noh et al. [11] used a combination of convolutional
and deconvolutional networks. They compress the input image with a VGG-16
to afterward decompress the encoding with deconvolutional layers.
2
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Out of these approaches, [15] comes closest to our task of extracting information from a grid of sensors since the compressed data is known before and
not a learned encoding as in [11]. However, our approach works with more heterogeneous data in that it generates images from sensors rather than improving
the resolution of conventional photos. Furthermore, the dimensions of the input
are enlarged and not kept the same as in [21].

2

Creating Training Data from Simulation

To train a detector for dry spots from RTM sensor data, we need to observe
sufficiently many training instances. Generally speaking, industrial ML use cases
based on sensor data from actual production cycles tend to suffer from limited
data quality and quantity. Moreover, setting up a new process (including design
of the mold, choice of the resin, etc.) takes time until sufficiently many training
runs have been processed, not to mention the material costs. Simulation is a
proven remedy for the lack of data [13] which is our focus in this paper. Basic
RTM processes are well supported by existing engineering tools [3].
The lack of real high-quality data is only one reason to opt for simulation.
Another more pressing reason is that we can create a spatial representation of
the flow front, i.e., a “flow front image” (see Figure 3a), that is not observable
in real closed molds. Those images will serve as the target for the generative
Deconv/Conv part of FlowFrontNet, described in Section 3.
Being able to simulate the process might raise the question of why one has
to apply machine learning at all – instead of just running the simulation online.
First, the trained models will encapsulate only those aspects of the simulation
that are needed to make good dry spot predictions for a given RTM setup.
An online simulation would take much longer and be infeasible for real-time
monitoring. Second, we can reasonably anticipate that real runs will contain
aspects that are not properly captured by simulation. For instance, variability
in the process parameters such as the textile might not be observable. Using an
ML-model will eventually enable us to add real data to the training.
In the following, we describe our process of obtaining enough (6 million)
domain-specific training instances from simulations executed with randomized
initial conditions (variances in the input textile) and automatically deriving the
corresponding dry spot labels that are images with the filling level as intensities.
2.1

Simulated RTM Runs in PAM-RTM

PAM-RTM is a software package designed for laying out RTM processes, including fluid dynamics simulation. Modeling flow transport in porous media
mathematically is most commonly carried out based on Darcy’s law [2] for onedimensional flow:
kx ∆P
(1)
vx = −
η ∆x
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Fig. 2. Simulated composite plate with a full sensor grid and central injection point 1140 sensors located at distance 1 cm in x and y. On the right, a fiber volume content
(FVC) map is given with local perturbations (rectangular and circular).

where vx is the 1D flow velocity, kx represents the permeability value of the
textile (corresponding to how “easily” fluids can permeate it), η denotes the fluid
viscosity, and ∆P
∆x expresses the pressure drop along a specific flow length [3].
PAM-RTM includes other features as well, including draping simulation, the
meshing of CAD parts, and distortion during curing which makes it a standard tool in composite manufacturing. For this paper, we only needed the fluid
simulation part modeling resin injection. Getting the flow front prediction and,
subsequently, dry spot classification right is a high-impact quality goal.
Setting up a particular RTM simulation consists of defining the geometrical
3D-model of the part to be constructed, the viscosity and permeability parameters of the resin and textile, respectively, as well as temperature and pressure
of the injection. A single simulation run then represents a whole injection that
continues to pump resin until the mold cavity is filled entirely.
As our running example, we choose a simple rectangular composite plate
with dimensions of 38 × 30 cm. Adding a simulated pressure sensor for every
centimeter in x and y direction yields a total of 1140 sensors, as ?? shows. The
sensors can be placed at any location in the simulated composite plate, independent of the mesh grid of the plate. To ensure that the chosen parameters
are realistic, this configuration follows the setup for experimental permeability
characterization available at the Processing of Composites Group of Montanuniversität Leoben as presented by Grössing et al. [3]. For the textile, the setup
assumes a natural fiber fabric with a fiber volume content (FVC) of 0.268 and
a 3.5 mm thickness. Finally, the resin used in the model experiment in Leoben
·s
was a plant oil with a viscosity of 0.065 N
m2 .
In reality, dry spots emerge from local variations in the textiles (thicker or
thinner areas) that lead to regions of low or high fluid permeability, respectively.
To recreate that effect in our simulation and obtain varied training data, we
altered the fiber volume content in certain areas, as shown in ??. These perturbations are responsible for the distribution our training and test RTM runs are
drawn from. For simplicity, every perturbation corresponds to one circle with
a random diameter and one rectangle with random side lengths – with varying
strengths of FVC perturbation. All of these perturbations were automatically
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Table 1. Data set sizes – train/val/test-split
Data set

# Runs

# Samples

% (Samples)

Training
Validation
Test

29,663
756
6,244

5,067,352
131,072
1,048,576

81.11
2.09
16.78

All

36,663

6,247,000

100

created for 40k simulation setups that were run in parallel on 10 hosts with 32
cores each. We repeated the simulations with different random strengths of FVC
perturbations: setting them to 0.1 - 0.8 covers a wide range of cases (including
mild cases that will eventually not produce dry spots), increasing them to 0.2 0.8 or even 0.3 - 0.8 provokes more severe perturbations leading to dry spots.
For training our models, Table 1 shows how we split the data obtained from
those FVC-perturbed simulation runs. Although we consider individual frames
(corresponding to time steps of runs), the splits do not break up runs, i.e., a run
is fully contained in either train, validation, or test set. That allows for reusing
the data when considering sequence models in the future.
When working with simulations, we have to double-check the time series
resolution. We noted that PAM-RTM distinguishes between multi-state results
for the simulated pressure sensors and single-state results for the simulation
results at every node of the mesh of the plate such as filling status and pressure.
While multi-state results are present for every simulated time step (including
the respective simulation times), single state results are saved every k-th second
in simulation time or every i-th simulation step. To keep the simulation efforts
tractable and produce enough runs, we selected an approximate time resolution
of 0.5 seconds and dispose of all pressure sensor results that do not correspond
to time steps with available filling status. Finally, before feeding the pressure
sensors’ values to the ML-models, we divide them by 105 to obtain numerically
well-behaved training dynamics in the early layers of the neural networks.
2.2

Dry Spot Label Creation

Varying the FVC locally in the input textiles and recording the simulated runs
provides us with pressure value time series and flow front developments as “images” where every pixel corresponds to the filling level at a given point in time.
To classify dry spots in a supervised manner, we also need labels indicating
whether a flow front image contains a dry spot (e.g., Figure 3a) or not (e.g.,
Figure 3c). And we need those labels for all 6 million frames from 36k runs.
An area counts as a dry spot if it is a non-filled area that is enclosed by
resin. Comparing Figure 3a and Figure 3b, we might be tempted to directly
derive binary labels from the modified FVC maps that served as simulation
input. However, the matter is more complicated. First, an observed dry spot
tends to be smaller than the original perturbation since the outskirt still gets
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(a) Interior dry spot (b) FVC map corre- (c) No dry spot at (d) FVC map corresponding to 3a
the flow front
sponding to 3c
Fig. 3. Exemplary flow fronts resulting from locally perturbed FVC-maps extracted
from specific time steps

permeated by resin. Second, an FVC perturbation would be the same for all
frames of a run even though the dry spot only becomes apparent after the flow
front reached it geometrically. Third, a regular flow front might be jagged such
as the one in Figure 3c. Such areas should not be counted (yet) as dry spots since
they tend to eventually be filled. Thus, we devised a heuristic that combines the
perturbed FVC-maps with computer vision techniques on the flow front images
to output label maps indicating if a pixel belongs to a dry spot or not.3
First, we extract the already filled pixels from each frame, e.g., the light
(yellow) pixels in Figure 3a. The negative of that image only contains the dry
parts. Since dry spots cannot lie within the filled regions, we focus on the latter
for finding contours. We use OpenCV4 to find contours in those negative images.
The contours are constrained to be smaller than the whole flow front but at least
larger than the central injection point. However, not all of the contours identified
as dry spot candidates must be dry spots. Instead, they could emerge from jagged
flow fronts as apparent in Figure 3c) that are not enclosed by resin. To distinguish
between these two cases, we enhance the pure computer vision operations (such
as contour or hole detection) with the perturbed FVC maps. Since a high FVC
corresponds to low permeability and vice versa, we overlap the dry spot candidate
contours with the FVC map. For every contour in the dry area, its probability of
being a dry spot is estimated proportionally to the percentage of the overlap with
an FVC perturbation. To reduce the number of incorrectly labeled dry spots, we
look at runs, i.e., sequences of frames, and discard candidates that only occur
in a single frame. This is justified since the flow front is expanding continuously
and, thus, the probability of a dry spot has to be similar for multiple frames in
a run. Some edge cases (e.g., simulation errors or dry spots in areas other than
3

4

Note that we did not use the “air entrapment” feature in PAM-RTM since that
would prematurely end simulation runs, produces lagging information, and cause
the experimental setup to diverge from the model setup in Leoben.
https://opencv.org/
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Fig. 4. FlowFrontNet: The first part (dashed, green) is a Deconv/Conv network that
maps from sensors to images. The second part (solid, orange) is the DrySpotNet consisting of five convolutional/max-pooling layers and two fully-connected layers to perform
the final classification task. Numbers denote the resulting feature maps.

the FVC perturbations) lead to unexpected jumps in dry spot probabilities over
consecutive frames. To maintain high-quality data, we excluded whole runs with
such phenomena – approximately 9.16% of all runs which leaves us with 36,663
valid runs (cf. Table 1).

3

Approach - Model and Training

After generating data for different FVC contents in a sufficient amount and
labeling them in an automated manner, the next step is to present FlowFrontNet,
the main model of our approach, which is shown in Figure 4. Before going into
detail, we present the key points of this network.
The overall FlowFrontNet maps pressure sensor inputs to classification decisions. It consists of the generative part that upsamples from sensor grids to
flow front images (called Deconv/Conv) and the binary classification part (called
DrySpotNet). By learning to produce a flow front from sensor input, the network
learns a representation of fluid dynamics. The Deconv/Conv part itself is useful
for other use cases down the road, say, exact dry spot localization or pixel-wise
flow front detection. The later DrySpotNet performs a binary classification on
the generated images (see Figures 5b and 5c for example inputs to that part).
By adding spatial fluid dynamics knowledge, we aim to surpass the performance
of a conventional feed-forward classifier achieves based on the same sensor input.
We present the version of FlowFrontNet that is used for 1140 sensors. The
other sensor resolutions (see Table 2) only require slight changes in kernel size
and layer count. Those are necessary since the smaller input sizes lead to smaller
outputs with the hyperparameters used for the 1140-sensors Deconv/Conv network. Due to the resulting poor image resolution, the results would not be ad-
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equate for detecting dry spots. In the following, we describe the intricacies of
each network and their training processes.
Deconv/Conv Network: Sensor Data to Flow Front Images The first part of
FlowFrontNet, Deconv/Conv, is a fully convolutional neural network [14] (see
Figure 4, left part) that receives the low-resolution sensor grid values and outputs a high-resolution flow front image. The first four layers are deconvolutional
to extract features from the sensor array. As opposed to convolutional layers,
deconvolutional layers increase the spatial dimensions of an image, known from
image segmentation or superresolution [11, 15].
Our approach is similar in this regard: the pressure sensor grid has a low
resolution and constitutes a compressed representation of the flow front. We apply deconvolutional layers to increase the resolution of the sensor array while
simultaneously filling the spaces between the sensors, i.e., interpolating missing values. Afterward, we utilized five standard convolutional layers (providing
the required amount of non-linearity) to create and shape the final flow front
image (e.g., with spatial dimensions 117 × 149).
The first step is to pre-train the Deconv/Conv network to produce images
of the flow front from sensors, as shown in the left part of Figure 4. As mentioned before, this pre-training needs simulated data since flow fronts are hidden
in real-world closed molds. All hidden layers are followed by the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation, while the output layer is activated by the sigmoid
function to make sure the generated flow front images lie within the range [0, 1].
DrySpotNet: Flow Front Image to Binary Dryspot Classification The second
part of FlowFrontNet, DrySpotNet, receives the generated images and classifies them concerning dry spots. The dry spot labels are obtained as described
in Section 2.2. The architecture for this classification follows a standard convolutional classification network [6] (see the latter part of Figure 4). The final
output yields soft classification scores using the sigmoid function (commonly
interpreted as class probabilities) that are eventually thresholded to achieve a
hard classification.
FlowFrontNet: Training End-to-End Sensor Data to Dryspot After pretraining
the Deconv/Conv net using flow front images, we append the untrained DrySpotNet for the final classification. To avoid changing the already trained weights of
the generative Deconv/Conv layers, the pre-trained layers are “frozen”, meaning that their weights are not updated during training. This is identical to the
practice of freezing convolution layers in fine-tuning for special purpose image
classification [16]. After training the newly appended output layer, it can be
useful to also “unfreeze” the pre-trained weights of early hidden layers during
backpropagation. The data is exchanged and parts of the original network are
used as the backbone for a new image processing task. Here, our approach is
different: we change the objective and targets from generating images to that of
doing dry spot binary classification, leaving the early layers fixed.
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Table 2. Sensor layouts
Sensors

Layout

Sensor distance - x and y

1140
80
20

38 × 30
10 × 8
5×4

1 cm
4 cm
8 cm

When combining the generative part of the Deconv/Conv net with the DrySpotNet, low sensor input numbers may lead to comparably “blurry” flow front images (e.g., Figures 5b to 5d) before handing them to the classification part. To
obtain higher-contrast flow front images and, consequently, better classification
results, we add a non-differentiable hard pixel-threshold to the forward pass of
the network after the Deconv/Conv net. This operation sets all values below the
threshold to 0 and all above to 1. Since the flow-front-generating layers of the
networks that lie before the pixel-threshold are frozen and need no gradients, we
can easily incorporate this operation.
Feed-forward Network: Baseline Classifier To judge the merits of FlowFrontNet,
we design a basic end-to-end feed-forward network as a baseline classifier. It
consists of two ReLU-activated, fully-connected hidden layers and a sigmoid
output for the dry-spot probabilities. As input, it receives the sensor values
described in Section 2 without performing upsampling to the flow front image.
For training all models, we utilized an Nvidia DGX-1 with 8 Tesla V100
GPUs. This machine is able to train with a batch size of 2048 for both steps of the
training process. Especially the Deconv/Conv network is very resource-intensive
in terms of its parameters, with the highest consumption of computation power
when using 1140 sensor values as input. For this training, the DGX-1 reached its
maximum load with batch size 2048, for training runs with smaller sensor grids,
the same batch size yielded the best performance compared to larger batch sizes.

4

Experimental Evaluation

To put FlowFrontNet to the test, we devised three central evaluation hypotheses.
The first is if we can predict a dry spot from simulated pressure sensors at all.
The second and central hypothesis is, whether the intermediate step of flow
front image generation can improve dry spot classification. This also involves
testing the pixel thresholding introduced to obtain sharper internal flow front
representations. As a third point that is interesting to evaluate, we investigate
the number of sensors that are necessary to classify dry spots sufficiently well,
with and without the intermediate flow front generation. We investigate models
for 1140, 80, and 20 sensors, to estimate the prediction quality achievable by a
reduced number of sensors, see also Table 2.
These particular numbers emerge from taking every 4-th or every 8-th sensor
of the full 1140 grid. Taking 1140 sensors corresponds to a sensor distance of 1
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Table 3. Accuracy values on three different sensor resolutions for feed-forward baselines and FlowFrontNet
Feed-forward
FlowFrontNet
# Sensors Threshold Accuracy Threshold Accuracy
1140
0.54 82.74%
0.49 91.68%
80
0.52 79.57%
0.57 83.69%
20
0.49 74.68%
0.51 75.22%

cm, which is an unrealistically high number. To come closer to reality, we focused
on a sensor distance of 4 cm for the 80 sensors because that is within range of
physical feasibility and set a baseline with even fewer sensors at 8 cm distance.
4.1

Results

Can machine learning predict dry spots based on sensor inputs? To start with
the first question, we obtained a baseline from the feed-forward network performing the classification task directly from sensor inputs. When optimizing this
architecture, we found that larger batch sizes positively affected the evolution of
the validation loss, with a sweet spot found at 32,768 = 215 training instances
per batch. The results from experiments suggest the following baselines: the best
feed-forward network with two hidden layers achieves an accuracy of 82.73% with
1140 sensors, an accuracy of 79.51% with 80 sensors, and an accuracy of 74.6%
with 20 sensors, see Table 3. Unsurprisingly, the more sensors we use, the better
the accuracy gets for a network unaware of the underlying fluid dynamics.

(a) Label

(b) 1140 sensors

(c) 80 sensors

(d) 20 sensors

Fig. 5. Exemplary flow front predictions in the Deconv/Conv part of FlowFrontNet
based on the different sensor counts.

Does the Deconv/Conv net improve the classification accuracy? For the second
question – the improvement of the classification by generating flow front images using deconvolutional and convolutional layers – the answer is a clear yes,
with only a slight limitation. Figure 5 allows us to visually inspect exemplary
results from the learned sensor-to-flow-front mapping on the test set. Even for
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Table 4. Confusion matrices for 1140 and 80 sensors: Feed-forward vs. FlowFrontNet
For 1140 sensors
Actual
¬ Dry spot Dry spot
¬ Dry spot
40.44%
8.59%
Pred.
Dry spot
8.66% 42.31%

Actual
¬ Dry spot Dry spot
¬ Dry spot
44.60%
4.43%
Pred.
Dry spot
3.89% 46.98%

For 80 sensors
Actual
¬ Dry spot Dry spot
¬ Dry spot
38.97% 10.06%
Pred.
Dry spot
10.37% 40.06%

Actual
¬ Dry spot Dry spot
¬ Dry spot
41.60%
7.44%
Pred.
Dry spot
8.87% 42.10%

20 sensors, a rough idea of the underlying flow front is obtained, for 80 and
more sensors, a fairly accurate image can be reconstructed. Based on that internal representation of the flow front, the accuracy of FlowFrontNet with 1140
sensors as input increases to 91.68%, which is a 9% advantage over the pure
Feed-forward Network. For 80 sensors (with pixel-thresholding), the accuracy
can be enhanced from 79.51% to 83.69%, a margin of 4%. Furthermore, the 80
sensor FlowFrontNet performs better than the feed-forward network with 1140
sensors which shows that sensor investments could be reduced in favor of encoded
simulation knowledge.
Alas, the improvement over the feed-forward network decreases even more
with 20 sensors: 75.22%, which is less than 1% of accuracy boost. The spatial
information density in a 5 × 4 input sensor grid turned out too low to still get
a useful representation, which can also be observed in Figure 5d. The image of
the flow front is not clear at all and it appears as though there is no dry spot
enclosed by resin but rather a jagged flow front. Therefore, we only focus on the
models equipped with 80 or 1140 sensor inputs.
To get a more comprehensive performance overview, Table 4 shows the confusion matrices for the 1140 and 80 sensors input, respectively. The models are
rather balanced regarding their false positive and false negative shares, but these
values are – as always – object to modification by the classification threshold
applied to the output probability score. Especially in industrial processes, one
type of error can be more favorable than the other, depending on whether false
positives (e.g., causing disruptions in the process) or false negatives (e.g., leading
to undetected errors in the produced parts) are more acceptable. For the behavior of the classifiers under various classification thresholds, consider the ROC
curve in Figure 6. The confusion matrices here are given for the classification
threshold value that gives the highest validation accuracy, as per Table 3.
Is the pixel-thresholding step in FlowFrontNet useful? By experimenting with
possible pixel thresholds (see Section 3) of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8, we found that 0.8
yielded the best results and is used for the 80-sensor results (also in the already
presented results). The accuracy increased from 81.48 to 83.69%. We observed
that the training loss decreases steeper and farther without pixel-thresholds but
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Fig. 6. ROC Curves for different models and sensor inputs. * pixel-threshold at .8

the validation loss increases to a greater extent. By contrast, the validation loss
for the pixel-threshold model declined steadily – indicating that the thresholding
of flow front images regularizes.
Moreover, training more than one epoch without pixel-thresholds produced
heavy overfits. Even with an exponential learning rate scheduler and a very low
initial learning rate, the training dynamics did not improve. While the validation loss was decreasing, it was at a higher base level than before. With pixelthresholds in place, training got easier, even without scheduling the learning
rate but using a fixed value of 10−4 with AdamW [10]. Alas, for the smallest 20
sensor grid, pixel-thresholding did not give better results.
The ROC curves and the corresponding area under the curve (AUC) values
are shown in Figure 6. The AUC for the .8-pixel-thresholded model is the best of
all 80 sensor models, but only by a small margin. The other curves do not hold
any surprises, with the 1140 sensor model outperforming all and all other models
with similar AUCs. Only the 80 sensor feed-forward net is underperforming.
4.2

Discussion - Metrics on Run Level

Our previous evaluations exclusively considered metrics per frame that are each
drawn from many independent injection runs. Such a dry spot classification for
every frame and, thus, point in time is desirable to closely monitor the RTM
process (in a “digital twin”-manner) to intervene at process execution time by
adjusting process parameters. Additionally, practitioners care about a judgment
concerning the process quality of a single run, e.g., a single produced composite
plate. This is similar to lifting single-frame classification to video classifications,
e.g., how many dry spot frames make a dry spot run? The first difficulty is to
decide when a run counts as a failure and doing so automatically for both the
label maps and predictions for all 36,663 runs.
The naive approach would take the last few frames to determine if a run
counts as having produced a dry-spot. However, we would miss dry spots that
only occur in the middle of a run. These might hint at problems in reality
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Fig. 7. Different classifications of two runs by three different models

and only “close” due to simulation artifacts (e.g., unrealistically increasing the
pressure). Another possible criterion counts all dry spot frames and prescribes a
minimal amount to mark a run as failed. Alternatively, we could require the dry
spot sequences to be contiguous, to avoid listing too many runs as failed if there
are single dry spots in the label maps or predictions which could also be artifacts
from the label generation process described in Section 2.2. Figure 7 offer some
insight into how different run classifiers would behave for two exemplary runs,
given the frame-wise ground truth and predictions.
Here, it becomes apparent that the models perform very differently and also
confirms that the models taking 80 sensors as input cannot be compared to the
1140 sensor input models. The 1140-sensor-models adhere closely to the label
most of the time whereas both 80-sensor-models produce more noise, in different
ways. We anticipate further experiments as future work, especially combining
the single-frame predictions with another sequence model to classify whole runs
– provided that we can obtain or define meaningful run labels.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented FlowFrontNet, a deconvolutional/convolutional neural network
suitable for detecting dry spots in simulated RTM processes, i.e., improved
process monitoring. In doing so, we showed that it is possible to learn the intermediate representation of flow fronts from sensor data by upsampling via a
deconvolutional network. This enabled us to reliably classify dry spots on individual frames substantially better than with a feed-forward network using the
same sensor input. The classifier makes it possible to intervene during the manufacturing of a single composite plate. We also investigated that the prediction
quality decreases with the number of sensors in use, and found that acceptable
accuracy requires at least 80 sensors, a sensor grid of 4 cm distance. That is a
realistic order of magnitude for real mold sensor layouts whereas 1140 sensors
cannot be placed as closely due to cost and wiring issues.

FlowFrontNet: Improving Carbon Composite Manufacturing with CNNs
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Future work can be divided into short and long term goals that focus on use
cases with simulated and actual data, respectively. In the short run, we plan
to use the flow front image generated from sensors for other classification or
object detection tasks and use sequence models for predicting full runs, with
their temporal information. Our long term goal is to use models pre-trained on
simulated data for real RTM process data [18], much like sim-to-real applications
are being used in reinforcement learning and robotics [13]. In addition to the
costly process of actually producing composite plates in a sufficient number for
training, reality confronts us with heterogeneous and noisy sensors other than
pressure alone. Eventually, we want to generate feedback for process control to
avoid rejects. The first step towards this goal, learning the flow front from sensor
data and applying it to dry-spot classification, has been successfully achieved.
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